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MU president
endorses
arena
.
.
,. __________________________

Marshall University President Dr. John G. Barker
Tuesday
the wants
downtown
~~ting~~
arena andendorsed
said Marshall
to participate
mitscivic·
use.
Dr. Barker met with city official Tuesday afternoon
atdecision
Memorial
Student
Center
and
said,
"It
is
to participate with the city of Huntington asour,a
major user of the civic arena."
Dr. Barker said in a Thursday interview he was
unsure when aMarshall decision on the arena could be
announced.
"It might be difficult for us to meet a November
deadline
in announcing
We stillathave
some in-house
fighting left.ourIt'decision.
s hard to predict
this

.

By DAVID WILLIAMSON
·Staff reporter

He
is the chairman
of a groupalternatives
of five MU
ministrators
who have discussed
for adthe
Marshall
sports
program
since
last
may.
The West Virginia Board of Regents turned down a
lid by Marshall
participate
financially
struction
of the todowntown
arena,
saying init the
wascontoo
expensive.
The
Marshall
endorsement
of
the
downtown
civic
arena
must besaid
approved
the Boardwants
of Regents.
Dr. Barker
TuesdaybyMarshall
to "rent the
arena for inter-collegiate
mutuallyI
satisfactory
arrangementssports,
can beproviding
worked out-and
have been assured that they can be worked out."

•
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Israeli planes bomb Damascus

Choral
LP
presented to
dance group
By DENNIS FERRELL
Staff reporter

Monday proved to be atypically busy
day forof Siberia
the Krasnayarsk
Dance Company
.
~ortly after arriving at alocal motel,
three members of the company of 80
received acopy
of Handel'University'
s "Messiah"s
recorded
by Marshall
Cl!.oral Union. President John G. Barker
p-esented
the
album
"as
a gift offrom
Marshall University and the people
the
United States."
Three
members
of
the
company
agreed
to aParthenon interview after accepting
Barker's gift. Natalia
Titova, Ludmilla
Korkina,
Kondakov
Arkadviby
responded toandanumber
of questions
answering
through
Natalia
Tokarev,
interpreter accompanying the dancers.an
Asked about
their ages,andNatalia
and
Ludmilla
only age
laughed
noted that
"the average
of our company
is
about
20
to
22." Most of the members,
they said,
from Krasnayarsk, a
small
city inwere
Siberia.
"As far our
as we
can judgeof from
bus
windows,
impressions
America
coincide
withbooks
whatwhile
we had
learned from
films
and
in
school,"
Ludmilla said. "We had alot to look forward
to before we came. Unfortunately going
non-stop
and driving
don't manage to
see too much
of yourwecountry."
WhileUnited
in NewNations,
York the company
visited
the
Street,
Greenwich Village, and WallBroadway,
where they saw the musical "Pippin.".

point. I don't want to say definitely. We've got to
consider not only our timing, but our strategy."
Huntington City Council must reach agreement by
its November 5meeting on whether or not to construct
aelection
civiccenter
arena
downtown
area if a bond
for the
projectinonisthe
to bearena
held came
in January.
Marshall'
s
position
the
afterthearena.
apublic
meeting last Wednesday evening concerning
The official
MU representative to the meeting, Dr.
Donald
K. Carson,
director of University relations,
refused
to comment
on theto Marshall
Dr. Carson
also refused
comment position
Tuesday. on the
timing of the MU endorsement of the downtown arena.

PRESIDENT BARKER PRESENTS ASOUVENIR
Two members of the Krasnayarsk group receive album
Photo courtesy of Huntington Publishing Company

NEW YORK -CBS Radio said Tuesday
that
scored aindirect
hit on
the Israeli
Russianplanes
Embassy
Damascus,
Syria. The network quoted a Soviet
diplomat
as
saying
30
Russians,
including
women
andcame
children,
were killed.
The
CBS
report
from
Dean
Hreus
in Damascus, who said he saw children's
bodies
the rubble.
He said damage.
the Israeli
aircraftininflicted
tremendous
The Lebanese Defense Ministery
reported
Israeli
jets
struck
an army18
radar station on Barow.: Mountain
miles
east
of
Beirut
and
there
reports of Israeli armor crossing were
into
noncombatant Lebanon in what could be
awar.major escalation of the four-day-old

But Cairo said that on the ground its
tanks were pushing back Israeli armor in
the
had stabbed
nineinmiles
into
the Sinai
desertandcaptured
by Israel
the 1967
war.
Israeli officials in Tel Aviv. sa1.d their.
jets in Syria were hitting military
headquarters
rada:r ~ites.forTheSyrian
ra~ds
were
directandonretahabon
missileinattacks
civilian settlements in
Israel,
they claimed.
Israel mili~ry
spokesman
said theAnPhantom
pilots
reoorts
"veryPress
good correspondent
hits."
Associated
Elias
Antar
reported
from
Damascus
that
three Israeli raiders scored direct hitstheon
thebroadcasting
Defense Ministry
and across
the Syrian
headquarters
the

street.
He saiddamage
the noontime
strikes
inflicted heavy
on both buildings
and
moreaway
thanthehalfdead
adozen
carried
and ambulances
wounded.
rich Gulf,
oil-producing
sneadomKuwait,
on thethePersian
said its forces
were
mobilized
"toEgypt
do whatever
necessary"
to
help
and
Syriais
against Israel. The Kuwaiti government
said Oil Minister Abul Rahman Salem elAtiki
also proposed an urgent conference
of Arab oil nations to debate the role of
their oil riches in the war.
Soviet
Communist party leader Leonid
I. Brezhnev said in a message to
President
Houarimust
Boumedienne
thatin
"Syria and Egypt
not stand alone
their battle with the perfidiolll! enE:lllY·"

By JEFF DUNCAN
News editor

Freshman-Lixz
Charleston
(Laidley
Hall); JanetAllen,
Arrington,
Huntington (Sigma Sigma Sigma); Anita
Kay
Huffman,
Hamlin
(
South
Hall;
Mary
Carol
Jones, Huntington
Hinton (Twin(Sigma
Towers);
Kelly Lantz,
Kappa): Jeanne Maicel Ross Township, Pa.
(Alpha
Chi
Omega);
Ruth
Maynard,
Huntington (Alpha Xi Delta); Janet
Omahundro, Huntington (Phi Mu); Joani
Richards,
Huntington (Delta Zeta) and
Kristi
Hall). Wick, South Charleston (South
Sophomore-Cindy
St. Albans
(Sigma Kappa); PattiAquino,
Bazel, Huntington
(Alpha
Xi Delta); Jill Griffith, Oak Hill,
Ohio
(
South
Hall)
;
Lucy
Bo Hurt,
Ashlano, K~.Prichard
(Delta .Zeta);
Olmstead,
(AlphaCamille
Chi
Omega);
LindaTaylor,
Pauley,Charleston
Huntington(Twin
(Phi
Mu), Cathy
Towers)
and
Cathy
Thompson,
Huntington (Sigma Sigma Sigma).

Junior-Corinne Ders, Huntington (Phi
Mu; JenniMarilyn
Jo Kovich,
Huntington
(Delta
?.eta);
Johnson,
St. Albans
(West
Hall);
Connie
Simpson,
St.
Delanco, N.J. (Twin Towers); Janice
Southerland,
Delta); AnnySouth
Talley,Charleston
St. Albans(Alpha
(SigmaXi
Sigma
Sigma);ChiKaren
tington (Alpha
Omega),Torlone,
Sherri HunKay
Turley,
Hurricane
(Delta
Omicron)
and
DeQ.bie
Webster,
Huntington
(Sigma
Kappa).
Senior-Nancy Compton, Welch (Alpha
Chi
Omega);
Judy
Carnes,
South
Charleston
(West
Hall)'
KarenSigma);
Kuhl,
Huntingto!1
(Sigma
Sigma
Susan Leitner, Huntington (Sigma
Kappa)Linda
;PaulaMartin,
Lund, Parkersburg(Alpha
(Phi
Mu);
Xi Delta); Joan
Pyles,Huntington
Huntington (Twin
Towers)
and
Cathy
Richards,
Huntington
(Delta ?.eta).

governing authority overall election
questions."
Seven committeespolicy,
would creatememand
review
bership University
on each committeewithweighted
toward
a
different
group.
The
proposed
committees include: Faculty Personnel
Professional Standards,
Committee
onandAdministrative
Officers, Staff
Personnel,
Student
ConductandandAthletic.
Welfare,
Curriculum,
Budgetary
Faculty
Personnel
and
Professional
Standards would consider matters of
promotion, ap9ointment,
leave,salary.
tenure,
sabbaticals,
dismissal and
Proposed
.members
two nontenured faculty,
four include:
tenured faculty,
one
staff and one student memberc Serving
asPresident
ex officiofor members
will
be
the
Vice
Academicappointed
Affairs byandthea
department chairman
President.
Committee on Administrative Officers
is proposedandto practices,
review administrative
structure
and the
selection
of
administrative
officers.
Members include four administrators,
two
faculty,
one
staff
and
three
students-all who are already in the University
senate.
Staff Personnel would study matters
relating
to clerical,
and
maintenance
personnel.secretarial
Proposed
members include: three senators from
maintenance,
three
clerical
secretarial senators, one student and oneor

faculty member. Ex officio members
(who serve by virtue of their office)
include
the Vice
PresidentofforPersonnel.
Business
Affairs
and
the Director
Student
Conduct
and Welfare is
proposed to review student activities and
fees,
organizations,
sports,politicalsocial
and intramural
academic
organizations.
Members one
include
four
undergraduate
senators,
graduate
student, one faculty and one
staff
member.
Serving
as
ex
officio
members
will be the Dean of Students and the Vice
President for Student Affairs.
Curriculum would consider the
evaluation
development offo current
new ones courses
as well andas
research and use of the library.
Proposed
members
include:
the Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
the
deans of the four schools or colleges in a
non-voting
one faculty
member
elected
fromcapacity,
each school
or college,
one
student senator and one other faculty
member.
Budgetary would review the annual
Marshall University budget and is
proposed
hold open
hearings
budget andtofinancial
matetrs.
Memberson
will include: the Vice President for
Business
Affairs,
the
Vice
President
for
Academic Affairs, the Vice President for
Student Affairs .

Queen ca.Ddidates announced

saw "Holiday
on"Before
Ice" indeparture,
Moscow," weKondakov
said.
"We haveexchange
not seenattractions,
a lot of American
cultural
but we
have
enjoyed
have seen."
Neither
of thethose
threewewould
respond to
political
We
are peoplequestions.
engaged "We
in theareartsartists.
and away
from
politics,
"Natalia
said.
The interpreter added that the company
generally
stayedintooAmerica,
busy and
to read
newspapers
they
were lookingwhile
forward to reaching
Los
Angeles
to
buy
copies
of
Russian
language
newspapers.
James
A. Martin, director o! Jie
Marshall Artists Series, said h ,ad
received
an "unofficial
call" offromState
the
United inStates
earlier
the day.Department
Officials were
concerned
that
everything
was
going
well
and no complications were arising.

Latercame
that today,
an estimatedTheatre
2,000
people
the Keith-Albee
toKrasnayarsk
see a two-hour
performance
by
the
dancers. Martin commented during the intermission, "We
have ahit on our hands!"
Playingfolka music,
repertoire
of traditional
Siberian
the company
drew
repeated
applause
from
the s Baxter
Series audience. By concert'
end, a
wmber of people in the crowd rose to
their
feet to applaud
the New
Times thehadperformers
called "athat
hip
.and
flashyYork
troupe."
Records, a university president,
supermarkets, a concert-all these were
packed
into aDance
day Company
in the life
of the
Krasnayarsk
of Siberia.

Homecoming 1973 got under way
Monday
with 35queen
candidates
filing for
Homecoming
and class
attendants.
Freshman,
sophomore
and
junior
class
attendants will be voted on Oct. 23, along
with a seniorqueen.attendant
Homecoming
Studentsandwill thebe
allowed
two votes,
one forparticular
the candidate
cl.andtheir
choice
in their
class
one for queen.
Only seniors may run for queen and her
l"-Pnior attendant
will bellating
chosen according
number ofniorvotes~um
in her class.the greate
All candidates are representatives of a
University will
organization
and each
organization
sponsor the candidates.
Homecoming candidates by class are:

Board of Regents and Marshall
President
G. Barker.
However,Dr.theJohn
preamble
that
"recommendations
of thestresses
University
senate
(
are
the
)
express
the totalbe
University community ( will
and ofshould)
followed
for compelling
reasons
which willexcept
be carefully
and fully stated."
University senate would be the highest
legislativeconstitution
body at states
Marshall.
The
proposed
its purpose
ascerning
creation
and review
conUniversity
role ofandpolicy
purpose,
University
development,
academic,
budgetary, student
and personnel
affairs.
Decisions of the University senate
wouldofbeanysentspecific
to Dr. Barker
days
vote. Hewithin
mayfive
approve, veto,
or return
Senate
for further
study.the motion to the
But the
constitution
action
is returned
for states,
further "In
studycaseoranis
vetoed,
it
is incumbent upon the
president to explain his reasons. The
senate
then necessary."
take wha~ver further
action may
it deems
Membership in the University senate
would includeand faculty,
administrators
staff. Dr.students,
Goodwin said
Tuesday if the University senate is approved, procedures for election of
senators
groups. will be left to the respective

Proposed proportions of the groups in
the University senate are: 24 faculty, 18
students,
8administrators, and 10 staff.
Staff includes clerical and maintenance
personnel.
Within the GO-member structure, the
constitution
proposed
permanent
committees: three
to deal10 with
internal
function
and
seven to recommend
University
policy.
The committee stipulates that
meetings
the permanent
are· to beof open,
except in committees
ex tra
circwnstances. Also proposed is ,that
the minutes and reports of each committee
to be deposited
for openareinspection,
except inin the
the library
case of
closed meetings.

Accordingfunction
to the constitution,
three
internal
committeestheare:
Committee on Committees, Executive
Committee
and
Election
Commission.
The aCommittee
Committees
would
make
continuingonstudy
of University
governance,
suggesting
how
University senate can be improved. the
Thepivotal
Executive
Committee
would be
the
committee
in the University
senate.
Among
its proposed
functions
are:
preparation
of
agenda,
confidential
meetings with the president, and
emergency
action. Commission would
The Election
··supervise
aspects ofthethe constitution
election of
senators, allalthough
proooses the University senate to be "the

~

U. senate proposal based on 'shared authority'
By DAVID WILLIAMSON
Staff reporter

A60-member
Marshall University
senate
will be formally proposed this
month
by
the
Constitutional
Revision
Committee.
Committee
Chairman
Dr.
John
Goodwin, associate professor of BibleB.
and
religion,
said Tuesday, "We'
to the
final
andre down
need
someone
to printproofreading
its text, hopefully,
The
Parthenon."
The
15-member
committee
has
worked
since the spring of 1972 to create amore
inclusive
of governance.
approved bystructure
the groups
represented, theIf
University staff
senateandwill administrators
bring students,
faculty,
together for the first time in a single
assembly.
According to the preliminary copy of
the
the University
senate is
basedconstitution,
on two principles:
participatory
democracy and shared authority.
The
University
senate
constitution
preamble
asserts thatcommunity
"every member
the
University
has ofa
legitimate
voice
in
decisions
affecting
orlivihood."
her responsibilities, activities orhis
As proposed by the committee, the
University
senateofwould
recognize
the
legal
authority
the West
Virginia,

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the second of athree part analysis of
the decision making process at Marshall. It will continue in
Thursday's edition of The Parthenon.)

(continued on page four)

Faculty and student committees help Barker make decisions
By NANCY HOWELL
Assistant news editor

Marshall's administration is made up of a
small maze of· vice presidents, deans,
directors, managers, supervisors, and
assistants.
The presidents,
president's cabinet
consistsof
of threeandvice
the director
athletics
director
of
university
relations.
President John G. Barker is held accountable for final decisions made at Marshall. But to arrive at these decisions, he is
adviThese
sed by
severalgroups
groups.include faculty and
advisory
student
committees,
Cotmcil,
Marshall Advisory BoardUniversity
and members
of the
cabinet,
whoandin groups
turn receive
from
committees
under advice
their branch.
"The
president
ls
hired
to
say
yea
and
nea,"
said Dr. Willlam K. Easley, vice president
for
academic
affairs.
"And
it'
s
usually
when
he says nea that people start making noise."

"The West Virginia Board of Regents hires
and if he's not doing agood job
asthe president
administrator,
they have the power to
release
him,'1Dr. Easley said.
Dr.
Kenneth
director
of libraries,is
said he thinks Slack,
Dr. Barker'
s philosophy
"involvement
of
people."
"Participatory syndrome-that's the way to
make
"Andshould
the
persontodecisions,"
who makesDr.theSlack
finalsaid.
decision
.have
suffer
the consequences."
"Barker'
s
a
democratic
person,"
he
added.
Dr. Slack said the proposed University
Senate will organize Marshall in the way the
library
organized.
He said
the presentis
decision lsmaking
structure
at Marshall
undemocratic.
"The old timers have got it-all the old
guard,"
he said. is communication; when I
"Administration
make
a
decision,
everyonetheyat were
the ltbrary
knows about
it, because
~11 involved in making it."

The decision making process at Marshall is
one of "do your homework," according to
Terry M. Hollinger, general manager of
WMUL.
"Youwithdon'some
t justsortwalk
in to theidea
president'
office
of nubilous
and asks
for
its
approval.
Information
is
needed
study to come to arational decision." for
it ls necessary
go throughon
theHollinger
proper said
procedures
to get ato hearing
most suggestions. These procedures include
various
committees
and
members
of the
cabinet.
For example, if afaculty member has an
idea, he may take it to his department
chairman.
The idea then DUJ.Y be sent to the
proper
faculty
committee, and the final form
will then be sent to the vice president for
academic affairs, if it is related to
academics. The vice president then submits
it to the president, where the final decision is
made.

By the time the idea gets to the president,
Hollinger
the factsprocedure
should beat out.
"It's reallysaid,
not alladifficult
all,"
heThere
said. isn't a "power situation" in the administration,
according
to
Hollinger.
"The
person who thinks there's apower situation
here is either bullheaded or hasn't done his
homework."
facultyofmay
it as apowerwithstructure"Thebecause
theirseerelationship
the
administration;
if you ·don'with
t havethea close
working relationship:
administration, then you may see it as a power
situation.'
Referring' to makeup of budgets, Hollinger
said the administration wants input and
justification
for allocations.
"The faculty
won'
t staymonths;
to work
on the budget
summer
notduring
there theto
justify their
needs, iftheythey'
won'ret get
support."
Hollinger said his relationship with the
administration is one of providing Dr. Barker

with information and background.· "Our
discussions
mainly
to bringhimhimwithup totrivial
date
on ideas. Iaredon'
t bother
things," Hollinger said.
"Theideas.
administration
is not unreceptive
to
good
any group,
generally
falls But
on ajust
couplelikeof people
to makeit
the decisions.
"Major decisions don't just happen, they're
developed,"
according to "In
Athletic
Director
Joseph H. McMullen.
a democratic
process
the
recommendations
sometimes
come so slow that we can't wait. At that
point, someone has to make adecision," he
said.
"I've never worked with apresident who
triesBarker
to take indoes,"
atotalMcMullen
view of thesaid.University
like
(continued on page four)

page 2

letters

••

OPIcolNumnsION

wednesday, oct. 10, 1973

vi•ews

what
have
you
fourum been missing?
Alot of these
you have
avery chance
great op-to
portunity
pastandmissed
fewgreater
days--the
gather
deeper
factual
formationtheaboutcountry
the political
turmoil whichin-is
affecting
right now.
In awell-organized speakers.., series titled
"The Presidency
Crisis," and
the legislative
problems
bothering
bothgovernment
theinexecutive
branches
of
are
being
explored
and
discussed
in depth and
by others
some ofinvolved
the
mostin
involved
Congressmen
the political process._
On aSunday
night, theRep.Crisis
opened
with
debate
between
PaulJ.series
McCloskey,
R-Calif.,
and
columnist
James
Kilpatrick.
Theydebated
the resolution: The President
should
be impeached.
Many ofentered
the people
the debate
probably
it withattending
avery strong
preconceived
belief
concerning
the
guilt
or lack
of guilt of the President in the Watergate
~q.ff~ir.
.
.-Thefe were probably very few who left the
debate
without
drastic
of opinion
about
their
beliefs
due tochanges
theboth
well-researched
and
factual
presentation
of
sides
of the
issue
which
were presented.
Then
on
Monday
afternoon,
Rep.
Donald
D-Mich.,
spoke to aStudent
very large
crowd
onReigle,
the plaza
of Memorial
Center.

The mainin thet:1rust
of theprocess
speech
was involvement
political
by everyone
and
the
end
to
special
interest
politics.
emphasized
the need for aCongress made Heup
of "people of the United States," not just a
majority
from
class.of this week will be two
Coming
up at one
more
speakers
inthetheendCrisis
series. One will
be Sen.former
RobertSen.W. Eugene
Packwood,McCarthy.
R-Ore., andBoththe
other
will
have
their
fair
share
concerning presidential
reformofbyandinformation
greater
assumption
of responsibilities
Congress.
Don'about
t missthethem.
It is atimeespecially
for all to learn
more
government,
since
the
problems
affecting
it
now
will
mostfuture.
likely,
result in monumental changes in the
Only which
so muchreport
can the
be absorbed
the
media
problemstothrough
of government--it
is
up
to
the
individual
explore
all
sources ofand
information
inopinions
order to. form wellrounded
balanced
The opportunity
foris being
this balancing
of
knowledge
and opinion
offered
nQw.
The
Presidency
in
Crisis
series
is
more
than
worthwhile
tobeattend.
Don'fort letnon-attendance
an attitude of
the reason
atnon-concern
the
speeches.
As
Rep.
Reigle said,
"Everyone
to offer"-the
speecheshasandsomething
find out what
you canattend
give.

by mary marks
n,wg editor

forgiveness
is
commentary never an insult
America is, at last, very much finished with the war
in Our
Vietnam.
servicemen
and country
former prisoners
of war
have
now
come
home. The
iseffort.
no longer
spending
billions
of
dollars
in
a
hopeless
The
last
100
days
ofeveryone
bombingis preoccupied
are over. with other events--the
And
fighting
Mideast, or the· cost of living, or the
Watergatein the
scandal.
But
at
the
cost
of bringing
up asubject
may
haveother
lost topical
interest,
America
stillSoutheast
haswhich
to answer
one
question
about
the
war
in
Asia.
What are we going to do about amnesty for draft
evaders?
Certainlyor atmany
people
willaprefer
toforignore
the
question
least
postpone
decision
several
years.
There
is
a
strong
case
for
this
because
time
will
people recover
involvement
aletreasonable
decisionfrom
cantoemotional
bethemade.
·sooutBut
this
is
not
~ntirely
fair
men
who
are kept
of theunanswered.
country and itAisdecision
not wise
to leave
this
question
should
be
made
very
soon.
Those ·opposed to granting amnesty to the draft
evaders
cite two
reasonscannot
for theircontinue
opinion.if
First, often
theydecide
say,
thewhatmain
government
individuals
wars
they
will
support
·.vhich
laws
they
will
obey. case against amnestyandif
This
would
be
a
convincing
the American people had decided through their
representatives
indo Congress
to executive
go to war. branch of
They did notbegan
this.the The
government
war
without
consulting
Congress
and
onlyin the
laterGulfsought
approval
from the
House
and
Senate
of
;I'
o
nkin
resolution.
This
is
not
the
constitutional
process
for
declaring
war andnotthebe punished
men who opposed
such regulations
illegal action
should
disobeying
by the administrationsforwhich
took that
action. set

Admittedly, more
it would
have tobeengo more
courageous
and
effective
to jailthough,
in protest
reveryone
hanprobably
to runhasaway.
Most
unfortunately
the
aptitude
for
sitting
in
a
jail
cell.thatnotit
A
second
reason
used
against
amnesty
is
would
be agross
insultkilled
to veterans
of Vietnam and to
theIt families
of men
intheaction.
is
impossible
to
console
families
of men
who
were
killed.
But forgiveness,
which is what
amnesty
means,
is
never
an
insult.
Acase for amnesty,
which would
many
complex
can be would
written.
theinvolve
outstanding
reason isreasons,
that amnesty
helpButrepair
America's
reputation.
During the war
America
hasofbeen
considered
imperialistic
and years
arrogant
by many
our attitude
allies andto
enemies.
Amnesty,
like
our
diplomatic
Olina
and
Russia,
would
help
convince
the
rest aofvinthe
world we are atolerant country rather than
dictive
one.
No doubt
many
Americans
willcountry
feel someif amnesty
bitternessis
about
the men
who
return
to the
granted.
But
if
they
return
under
the
obligation
of
spending
two
years will
in besome
type
ofit isgovernment
work,
the
bitterness
less
than
while
they
liveAndinthis
otherslightcountries
.. is not agreat price to pay
bitterness
toThat
removereputation
the reputation
of arrogant vindictiveness.
isonparticularly
since
America
was
founded
theideas.
idealsAmnesty
ofpainful
open·now,dissent
and
toleration
of
unpopular
the obligation of some public service, would bewitha
much-needed
our ideals in a time
when we haverestatement
to return to ofthem.

by bob .,,,,,_
editorial wrif,r

WHEN YO~J'~f 60T TO GET TH£
8£E'R ,DON'T .FOOL AA0UNO !

to the point
'1t bfUIJ8 filh,r

editor-in-chis/

s0111eti111es It lust
won't work

The
returned
the huddle
third down
yards toasgo.he
"OK,players
what play
do youtowant
to try facing
this time?"
askedand
theseven
quarterback
looked
around
at
the
circle
of
helmeted
faces.
"I'd like to tr)'.,aleft side screen pass," said the hulking halfback, smiling
pleasantly
atonehisof-~ammates.
"We tried
those
lastover
timethewemiddle?"
had athird down," awide-receiver said.
"How
about
bombtheright
"Any otheralong
suggestions?"
the quarterback
asked. "If not we'll vote on
whether
go with
screenwere
or themarking
bomb."their secret ballots to indicate their
Just astothe
eleventhemen
choice
of plays,waswhistles
blewoff,forbutaitdelay
game
violation.
The penalty
marked
did nottoof allow
interupt
the
because the team
always
huddled
an
extra
five
yards
back
for
thevoting
usual
penalty.
"Seven for the bomb, three for the screen and some
wise guy
wrote in for a
pass interception," the quarterback said as the read the ballots.
**********
The operating
lights
glared overcircled
the surgicalpatient.
table as the medical crew of
surgeons,
nurses
and
technicians
"OK, what do you want to try this time?" the
asked the doctor as he looked around
the"I'table
of masked faces.said the hulking intern, winking at the redd likeattothetrycircle
an appendectomy,"
haired
nurse
across
from
"We tried one of those thehim.last time we operated on someone," aradiologist
said.
about aheart the
transplant?"
"Any"How
other suggestions?"
surgeon asked. "If not we'll vote on whether to
goJust
for aastransplant
or
an
appendectomy."
the
eleven
men
and
women
ballotsoffto the
indicate their choice of operations, thewere
patientmarking
gaspedtheir
twicesecret
and rolled
table.
"Sevenabroken
for the arm,"
transplant,
three forsaidtheasappie
and some wise guy wrote in for
setting
the surgeon
*******'!'he** read the ballots.
The soldiers gathered together in the muddy foxhole beneath the enemy's
hilltop
"OK,stronghold.
what do you want to do this time?" asked the general as he looked around
the"I'foxhole
muddyrush
faces.
d like toattrytheasuicide
straight up the hill," said the hulking sergeant as
he played with the pin of ahand grenade.
"We tried that the last time we fought abattle," aprivate said. "How about
calling
air strike?" the general asked. "If not we'll vote on whether to
"Any for
otheransuggestions?"
goJust
for aassuicide
rush
an airwerestrike."
the eleventheormen
marking them
theirand
secret
ballots
to indicate
choice
of
strategy,
enemy
surrounded
was
preparing
towrote
attack.intheir
"One
for
the
suicide
rush,
one
for
the
air
strike
and
nine
wise
guys
for
getting the hell outa here," the general
said as he read the ballot5.
**********
These examples
of "democratic
decision
making"
the clearly
absurdity
applying
this
process
to all aspects
of group
activities.illustrate
There
are
someof
instances
when
the
designated
leader
of
an
organization
must
make
the
final
decision
of what will
be done
by agrouparetourging
accomplish
the"democracy"
desired objectives.
Some persons
athere.this
University
more
applied into
decision
making
There
is
no
doubt
some
justification
for this demand
certain
situations,
but
democracy
is
not
the
solution
for
all
problems.
Themerit,
demandbutbyIsome
for the
to elect
chairmen
have
doubtfaculty
it would
solverightmany
of thetheirrealfaculty
troubles
facing may
this
University.
Small group elections usually tend to be little more than popularity contests
andWhen
oftenthedo electorate
not result inis the
most effective
beingtheplaced
in the
job.
sufficiently
large person
tothenegate
effects
of personality
conflicts
between
the
voters
and
candidates,
results
would
logically
be based
mostly
upon the qualifications
of the candidates.
The
University
president
is,
I
believe,
best
able
to
be
objective
in
making
choice of department chairmen, taking into consideration the recomend;:ttiQnstheof
thatIf the
department'
faculty.
right to select
superiors is carried to its extreme, students would be
allowed to elect the instructors they wish to teach their courses. This I'm sure
would
be
resisted
by
most
faculty,theasdemocratic
it probably should
By the same token, to carry
processbe.beyond certain logical
boundaries would only promote increased inefficiency.
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In correction
To the editor:

•

reader$
viewpoint

The article "MU lost out on $750,000
program in '72" is misleading in several
ways. In the article you stated that
"Marshall officials wer'.! forced to reject
the Fort Gay invitation, however,
because of aBoard of Regents ruling on
extension credit and advanced degrees."
This is just not true for we never
rejected the invitation. We stated what
we could and would do and it was the
choice of the project officials to
cooperate with another institution. I
believe you will also find that other institutions closer to Fort Gay than Central
Michigan were considered but rejected by To the editor:
the project staff for the same reasons
that they rejected Marshall University. It's -regrettable that Marshall
The Board of Regents has never had a University, big as it is, is still pleased to
ruling on extension which states "Not treat
International Students as aliens.
more than 12 semester hours of ex- Almostits constantly
this thing about us
tension work can be counted toward a being foreigners is thrown
into our
Marshall University's master's degree." faces with almost nothingright
we can do.
This ruling was one of the State Board of I speak on behalf 1>f International
EducPtion and applied to graduate Students wfien Isay we are here to aquire
degree programs which were related to some
though exactly what this
certification. This ruling did not affect meanseducation,
beyond my explanation. I do
either elementary or secondary know, ishowever,
that education is not
classroom teachers who were working restricted
to the classroom. There is alot
toward a master's degree. However,
that can also be aquired as
Marshall University t.as a rule that outside
education and Iam convinced sports is
restricts the number of hours in ex- •one
area.
tension which may be taken for a Wesuch
do not participate in many sports
graduate degree.
fields
but
most
ofus do have soccer as our
Too often the Board of Regents pride and jor because
this is our national
receives blame for action over which and
most
popular
game.
they did not exercise control. We need to
be sure our conclusions are based upon We love soccer and we feel that
correct data. In this case they are not. through soccer we would not only convey
The impression is that Marshall
art and scier,ce of the game, but that
University lost $750,000 and this again is the
some type of communication would be
not the case. Most of the funds for this established
us International
project would have had little direct im- Students and between
American students as we
pact upon Marshall University. Had the met on acompetition
basis.
original intent of the project been I do agree meanness was n~ unfulfilled, Marshall Unive,;-sity would have common
in the game itself and yet I do
become the institution directing the believe that
talking to some guys out
work but little benefit would have come there on the just
field meant alot to me and
directly to the University. However, this many
others.
I
was
proud to tell
was an opportunity to provide aserviCf some guys Imet at thealways
about soccer
and we are sorry we were not able to and Iam sure there arefield
many
of us who
work with the project.
would love to teach some of those
May I state again that Marshall American
students who are interested
University did not reject the project and and
they could teach us some of
the Board of Regents ruling you quote did theirmaybe
games also.
not determine the decision. It was
But
the
people
in authority feel that
Marshall University staff members who
took their own time to see that the project soccer should be done away with because
proposal was written and Marshall they don't care fo the game.and maybe
University officials attempted to for those interested in it. To.me, it's self
cooperate with the project. The decision explanatory that they feel that Innot to work through Marshall University ternational Students' interests can be
infringed upon any time they please.
was that of project officials.
This is nothing less than selfishness, lack
Robert B. Hayes of understanding and narrowmindedness
Dean of the College of Education on the part of the authorities.
The International Students have
complained and requested that soccer be
maintained and encouraged if not as an
intercollegiate sport, at least as one of
the intramural games. But little, if any
attention was paid to this request. This
has not been the only case. Many other
To the editor:
grievances ·have been voiced on behalf
Apossible boost in student health care of International Students, but with no
was indicated this week by aproposal to redress.
send some of the health care problems to It surely ir~ me to imagine that
Doctors Memorial Hospital (located at
University honestly feels happy
18th Street and Sixth Ave.). The Marshall
our situation here on campus when
proposal was to be sent to the Depart- about
each
day
seems
bring with it complete
ment of Finance and Administration in seclusion of ustoInternational
Students
Charleston for approval.
from
any
form
of
campus sports and
Acon tract between Marshall and the
,.,
hospital to provide clinic care and some activities.
Imighteven cite ar.other example: We
special services would help alleviate the have
an International Club where again
pressure on the Student Health Center. we plan
occasions whereby American
The hospital could also provide certain students and
faculty are invited so as to
tests and X-rays which the health center learn about them
and them about us. We
are unable to perform.
need
money
to
run it. I am convinced
All work done for the University by the that alittle support
aside each year
hospital would be ,under referral by the for this purpose wouldsetmean
alot to us
health center, meaning that students and American students involved.
would have to be referred to get treatbreaking the University budget,
ment, instead of using it as a walk-in without
bµt no one cares.
service.
This is a tremendous improvement I could go on and on, but "what are
over the past services. Not that the words
to the sea of thoughts."
Health Center is doing such abad job. Ido hope
somebody will feel urged
They are forced to serve too many people to look intothat
and maybe sit
with an inadequate staff. The staff that down with metheormatter
of us andl~facts
remained through the turmoils should be or even discoverone
greviences we harbour
lauded for their efforts.
This contract should be renewable until under our foreign hearts.
the Student Health Service gets the If my article fails on "thorny ground"
facilities, staff, and money with which to and results in the choking of the essence I
serve the students at Marshall right, will not be surprised but marvel because
Instead of having to rush them in and like I stated before, from time imback out due to the tremendous load of memorial we have voiced our greviances
students using the facilities.
with no one to respond.

for lowe of soccer

health care boost

Dave Maynard
Chapmanville senior ·

united funcl helps

To the editor:
So often we give to the United Fund and
are never personally aware of the services provided by various agencies. The
Barnett Child Care Center is one that
many of our teacher education trainees
come to know quite well. Around fifty
EdF 218 students each year spend twenty
hours observing and helping Mrs.
Lorraine Cobbs, the director, and her
fine staff care for pre-school children of
working mothers. The value of this
United Fund agency to our community is
immeasurable. .
Professor Sallie H. Plymale
Coordinator of Ed F218 Activities

faculty In adlN
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Gardner then goes on into the area of
finances and we quote, "Women don't
deserve the same pay as men get for
athletics simply because they're not as
good as the men." We wouldUke to make
it clear that unlike the men, on the
college level women are attempting to
maintain their support programs as
Educational Experiences not merely a
business enterprise; after all this is an
educational institution. As far as
finances on this campus, the following
are some financial facts about the
women's program as compared to the
men's:
1-Last year the women received $0.50
per student from the Student Activity
Fees while the men received $12.20
2-This year the women are receiving
$0.65 to the men's $12.20 (Hardly Equal)
3~-Each year the state appropiate X
amount of dollars for athletics of which
WI omen receive avery small per centage.
Another point we would like to make
clear is that when Dr. Hicks joined the
Marshall University staff in the Fall of
'69 she instituted the women's intercollegiate program not Mr. McMullen.
Let's keep in mind that women1
physiologically can not compete at a
man's level, and we are not asking for
that. But, what we do want is recognition
for our accomplishments and the opportunity to compete on oar own level,
Lastly, we agree with Mr. Gardner that
women's sports are definitely here to
stay!

To the editor:
I am pleased that The Parthenon
printed my letter in the issue of October
3, and I understand that limitations of
space sometime require that such letters
be shortened. Iregret, however, that an
entire section of my letter was omitted,
because the omission seriously distorts
my point of view by seeming to place all
the emphasis in the letter on faculty
research and n~me in teaching. Iwould
appreciate it if The Parthenon could find
it possible to publish in an early issue the
deleted portion of my letter, which was
as follows:
Ms. Scherry Haskett
In teaching, like publication, am~ns
Ms. Barbara JostJn
Ms. Lorranine Stack
for the transmission of knowledge, the
Ms. Terry Rogers
Marshall faculty also demonstrates
Graduate students
admirable devotion, energy and
initiative. Innovations in programs and
in teaching techniques, evidence of
anything but apathy, are constantly in
the
news.
The SchoolAfl•W••
of Business
and
.will
AoDldouble
i •the
e..1 .,.._._,.. U,
warnrng
nwnber of students
in the
nursing porgram; related departme;,~
nave eagerly accepted the challenge to 'fo the editor:
make their offerings available to the new IW~ are all ind~bted to Dr. Brown for
students. The Department of Speech is a i'tnting out in an October 3letter to the
leader in the development of the uses of editor the noteworthy achievements of a
TV in the classrooms.
few of our faculty. Such scholarly perThe Department of Journalism, formance is even more noteworthy when
traditionally innovative in its methods, we compare our teaching loads and the
has announced plans for the expansion of rewards and encouragements of
the intern program. The Department of scholarship here to those in other
English and Counciling and universities. But have we no responRehabilitation are conducting next sibility for the working conditions and
semester an experimental cowse to climate of the university?
bring faculty and students of both After reading Dr. Brown's denial of
disciplines together. The Departnent of faculty apathy, ihave decided he's right:
Curriculm and Instruction, withhe aid "asleep" is abetter word. The feeble
of asubstantial federal grant, is orrying faculty plods along grinding out its
on programs of national significmce in scholarly output while it is being
the teaching of gifted childrei The systematically stripped of all real
Department of Women's Itysical professional status and dignity. We are
Education has multiplied its actities in losing control of our programs, our
recent years. The Departent of personnel decisions, our hours and
English, by introducing optionicourses working conditions, and will awaken
to fulfill ahwnanities requirennt, has some morning shivering in scholarly
broadened the educational bs of the underwear to find that the academic
university; two additional exrimental house has been dismantled aroood us. In
courses will be offered in t' second ib! place will be afactory, and we'll be
the hired hands.
semester.
Jae'. Brown Since I'm the only person around here
Chairman of Dept) English publically labeling the faculty
"apathetic," I take it Dr. Brown was
referring to me·as "naive and uninfomied." And that may well be. But my
"apathy" remark was made in regard to
faculty organization and action in behalf
of faculty causes. Dr. Brown chose to
To the editor:
ignore the context of my remark. tsn 't
We would like to take thPportunity that acurious proceedure for aprofessor
to clarify a few points de in the of English.
editorial, "Athletic Equf," which Dr. Brown supports the view expressed
appeared in the Oct. 1lbenon. We in adowntown paper recently that the
would also like to enlighttle student faculty should rely totally on the adbody as to some additional~ts or facts ministration when it says to "leave the
of which Mr. Gardner wlllaware or driving to us." This view fits the popular
failed to mention.
misconception of the univeristy ·as just
In answer to his statem "But now another business. We're here because of
they (women) even want>e on even totally different motivation and for
terms with men in the m<;acred of all different purposes. We used to like the
men's rights-the right to pete on the climate, the atmosphere of the university
highest level in all form athletics," as areflective community. The spirit of
first of all, we fail to see1t is sacred the community is its most valuable
about athletics. It wa,vways our treasure. Business attitudes and
understanding that at t~llege level business management are fatal to the
athletics served to ple an op- spirit of community that makes a
portunity for the highly dathlete to university. It is the obligation and
participate at a level :ompetition responsibility of every member of the
equal to his or her abilityondly, if by community to nurture this spirit and .
"even terms", the autlneans that guard it jealously.
women want the sam6lrtunity as Dr. Brown is right, of course, in
men to compete on ahlevel, then pointing out that scholarship is the
we accept Mr. Gardnetminology. primary task of scholars. But can't we
However, if Mr. Gardnreferring to be both hUI,Ilan beings and scholars? Or
co~d intercollegiate at?S then we is that too much to ask?
must strongly disagreethat women
Gordon 8. Tichafasei Mtetwa athletes are asking is t same oppJohn Goodwin
International Student portunity afforded the
Associate Professor Bible_&Religion

11U101any
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news letter
beware of 10/icHom

Home asolicitations
sales,alsowh-ile
they
usually
provide
convience
toorillegitimate
thedoor-to-door
consumer,salesman
may
offerdeceive
an excellent
opportunity
for
the
to
the
customer.
The
elderly
and
those
on
fixed
incomes
are
particularly
vulnerable
practices.
Often lonely
unsuspecting,andthea
elderly
maytobesuch
easy
prey
tostory.
apleasant
smile,and
conversation,
well-rehearsed
hard
luck
In
financial
sense,
thosereadily
on fixedbe
incomes can
be most
easily
hurt,
andrecourse.
lawyers cannot
afforded
if
legal
action
is
the
only
item
forVirginia
home solicitation
frauds
is the magazine.
LastAfavorite
fall ofatsuch
Westhoaxes
University,
an incident
that is indicative
was
reported.
A
University
graduate
described
his
experience
the
salesman.
• mywithapart"A
well-dressed
young
man
knocked
at
the
door
of
He toldcompany
me his college
major washispublic
relation'
S and that
ament.
big-name
was me,
sponsoring
college
education.
"He
talked
mostly
about
however,
my
major,
plans
forIt was
the
future
thehim.
way my wife had decorated the apartment.
easy"I had
toandlike
·
made up my
mindwith
whena Icheck
openedandthemedoor
that Icursing
would
not buy holding
anything.
He receipt
left
silently
myself,
a:
pink
for
a
magazine
I
didn'
t
want."
LaterUpon
the inspection
student's wife
him to trythey
to get
back.
offull."
theconvinced
receipt,
however,
foundhisitcheck
said,
"DoWhen
not pay
salesman
in
He
had.
he
caught
up
with
the
salesman,
who
was
still
in
building, hestory
was told
the check had already been turned over tothea
partner--a
he
believed.
"My
who had also
boughttheastudent
magazine,
and"There
Idecided
todifferent
checkneighbor,
outsignature
the salesman's
story,"
said.The
was
ahad
on
his
receipt
than
on
mine.
salesman
told
him
he
was
a
reformed
drug
addict.
had been
folded,(which
just asnomine
had,"Mytoneighbor'
expose thesreceipt
company'
stollcarefully
free number
one
answered
full." )and to cover the line saying "Do not pay salesman in
Wit_hin and
two days
th~ operation
swept
throughbuildings
dormitories,
sorority
fratermty
houses had
andof over
apartment
with
some
students
making
purchases
$75.
Such
inciqents_ are all too common and may happen to anyone.
~v<:r~l precautions
can be taken to avoid being --victimized by
1lleg1timate
home solicitations.
l:
.
Call
the
city
Chamber of Commerce to check on the
legitimacy of the company.
2. Call licensed.
t~e city government offices to find out if the salesman is
properly
the salesman
seemssalesman
to be afraud
notifyA
thecheck
police.P.rovides a
4.3. _IfNever
pay ahome
withat 1cash.
receipt
and
payment
may
be
stopped
the
bank
later,
1f the sales
1s 5suspected
. Be warytoofbeallfraudlent.
home solicitors.
~
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Student photos ROTC rappel drills
to he displayed
prove to he successful

The work of nine Marshall
University photography
students will be displayed at the
Hl,liltington Galleries Oct. 14 to
Nov. 25 in conjunction with the
art museum's Exhibition and
280
photography
cinematography contest.
The nine Marshall
students,
accompanied
by Kenneth
N.
Hixon,
instructor
of
journalism
spent three weeks in Greenbrier County last spring as part
of aspecial topics course. Their
objective was to create amajor
photographic essay depicting
West Virginia, and more
specifically Greenbrier County,

in arqor~ positive manner than
in which the state is usually
represented.
Stu<fents participating in the
project are Arza Barnett, Ed
Hartman, Jackie Newman and
Bruce Greenwood, all of
Huntington; Lew Hariord of
Rainelle; Roger Maynard of
Wilsondale; Don Kodak of Oak
Hill; Linda Mullins of Chapmanville, and Katie Wick of
Winfield.
The Galleries will be open
each Tuesday through Saturday
from 10 a.m.
p.m.toand5p.m.
each
Sunday
fromto14p.m.

Marshall University ROTC students
•gave a demonstration of a successful
rappeling field exercise Saturday at Indian Meadows near Barboursville.
Rappelling, which is defined as getting
from the top of acliff to the bottom in the
quickest and safest manner, is an
operation which is basically free of injury,
according to John Hill, principle instructor
of the exercise. .

Photos by Dan Justice

•practically
"Possibility of injury or falling is
non-existent and should anyone

lose control of confidence, aman at the
bottom of the controls the main rope to
stop the man until he regains his composure," said Hill.
Main reasons for the raooelllng eurciaea
is for advance training foicamp,
to further one's experience in rappeling
and emotional
to build confidence
in one's physical
-and
abilities, according
to Hill.

swmner

Over the hill ls aterm normally used to mean "washed
up," but for this ROTC
student it means completing a rapelllng exercise
on acliff near Barboursville.
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Arare event in the cinema -amovie that takes the
elements
heartbreak
and tenderness and love
that
madeofLove
Story and Brians Song so popular
but
elevates
them
to
a
more
·
Atotally winning experience:'artful
- Rexachievement.
Ree~
An absolute gem of afilm. Unique, touching, often
howlingly funny. Don't miss this marvel-ofHollis
amovie.
Alper't
Nothing
is
more
important than friendship.
Not fame.
not money.
not death.
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(Cont. from page 1)

THE PICTURE YOUR NEIGHBORS ARE TALKING ABOUT.

Whe a t ia~t tinn;

you stoodaup"mov~e?
and
applauded
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THINK
how many uses you h;ave
for the money you will receive
from selling articles
you no longer need
through The Parthenon
classified ads.
Your ad will he read
by more than 11,000
people each day for af
long as you advertise.
But don't just think about it.

Dial '696-2367
or corri'e to Smith Hall 316

CLASSIFIED ADS
Read the

"
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'111st
Amaican
.·the
ofmovie

Barker
responds to decisions
According to L. Aubrey Drewry Jr., dean of the ~olleg~ of

Business and Applied Science, the faculty has "talked itself into
believing
thatt realize
communication
~d ~tmMarsha~.'
.' . has to
"They don'
that each isofficial
the administration
decide what information is important enough to burden them (the
faculty)
with
Jo.---,that
__;_has"-been -.av-----""°
to reading
about a
decision
made more thanobJ-ct
they object
to the decision
itself.
'lbe decision making process here is "fair and open," but asmall
iroportion of oversights are sometimes made, he said.
He said the faculty and administration need to be more
"charitable" with each other in judging each other's intentions.
Dr. Louis B. Jennings, professor of Bible and religion and
chairman of the Faculty Personnel Committee, said one cause of
what he calls the "gulf between administration and faculty" is the
administration'
s committee.
"rejection without explanation" of recommendations of the
Dr. Jennings said that Dr. Barker hasn't issued a writter
statement of reasons for many of the vetos he has made on Faculty
Personnel Committee recommendations. The faculty constitution
stipulates such statements be made.
·'
Dr. Easle7 said that the president has responded to most of. lru
decisions, bit added that there is not time limit set for this and tha,
some
may
lave
been
overlooked.
The organzation that advises Dr. Barker on state and com
munity matks relating to Marshall is the Marshall University
Advisory Boad.
The board, kmed by the West Virginia Board of Regents is still
experimentaliccording
to Orinboard.
Atkins, president of Ashland Oil
and chairman,f the advisory
At theeventuar
preStt,evolve
the board
authority,
but Atkins said it
"may
into ahas
bodynowhich
has authority."
The seven-mnber board meets with Dr. Barker "every month
or six weeks" iclosed meetings, Atkins said. The meetings give
him
a chance "air ideas and secure reactions on a formal
basis,"
acco~ to Atkins. ' This helps keep Dr. Barker from
becoming isolai from the community," he added.

car,pus briefs

Garh<s 'Camille' tonight

Greta Garbo's unille " will be shown at 9p.m. today in the
Multi-Purpose Ro of Memorial student Center. Admission to
the
withBijou
guestTheater
passes11 is free for students with ID cards or persons
"Camille" is dired by George Cukor, who was known for his
ability to bring out talents of women stars. Garbo's title role in
the
1936 classic "b~ht a·breath of new life" to an overworked
theme.
Critical commeron today's movie included praise of both
Garbo'
s direction.
was and
the
winnersofperfomwand
the New kFilmCukor'
Critics'
award for The
bestfilm
actress
one of the ~ational rd of Review's 10 best pictures of the year.

Regents lsy drafting policies
Adraft of apoli~ "Academic Freedom and Responsibility,
Appointment, ProIIl:I, Tenure and Termination of Employment
cicommittee
Professional Pt?llel" is now in a Board of Regents subthe Regents.where adraft is being prepared for presentation to
"The policy is <klld to allow WI to know the framework we
operate
Sallgg, chairman
of the Advisory Council of
Faculty in,"
to theDr.~Jenta,
said yeaerday.
The final draft oipollcy may possibly be presented to the
Regents
by
the
first
•
year
for
their
comments and action, Dr.
Oagg said.
The policy is arelit, revised version of apolicy thatexlsted
\D'
lderstate,
the Board
in the
saidofDr.Edon
t. when they directed higher education

-/

-

-~~

good moming

All Good Morning entries must be phoned or brought to The
Parthenon office by noon the day before the event. TIie Parthenon
is located
In Smith
Hall Room 317 and The Parthenon office
telephone
number
Is 696-6696.

TODAY

THERE
BAND rehearsal
for "The
People" WILL
Band atBEtheACampus
Christiantonight
Center from
9-11.Sound
Anyoneof
wishing to join the band may bring their instruments to rehearsal.
JOURNALISM MAJORS will meet at 4p.m. in Smith Hall Room
154 to ruminate and elect Student Advisory Council representatives.
SIGMA DE~TA ~. professional journalistic society, will meet
at 4:30
Smith Hall Room
national SOX convention
and
an p.m.
SOX m
Homecoming
activity154.willThe
be discussed.
CINEMA
ARTS
COMMITTEE
will
present
"Camille" tonight at 9
p.m. in Smith Hall Auditorium.
MEN'
S PHYSICAL
CLUB will me~t in Gullickson
Hall Room
100 at 12: 05EDUCATION
p.m.
ALP~ KAPPA
haveBW31.
ameeting from 9to 11 p.m. in
Memonal
StudentALPHA
CenterwillRoom
BLACK
UNITED
STUDENTS
will
have
abusiness
to 11 p.m. in Memorial Student Center Room
2W25. meeting from 9
LAMBDA
cm
ALPHA
will
TGIF
with
Alpha
Xi Delta at 7p.m. at
the Lambda Chi Alpha house.
THURSDAY

INTERNATIONAL
CLUB will meet at 9p.m. in Memorial Student
Room
2El0.
THERE
WILL
BE
REGULAR
REHEARSAL
People'' at 9p.m. in Campwi
Christian
Center. for the "Sound of
SIGMA
the SAEALPHA
house. EPSILON will TGIF with Delta Zeta at 7p.m. at
MARSHALL
CHESS CLUBWorkroom.
will meet at 7p.m. inMemorial Studen,
Center
Organizational
PERSHING
Center
RoomRIFLES
2W37. will meet at 9p.m. in the Memorial Student
CIIlEFin JUSTICE
continue
10 a.m.must
to 4
p.m.
MemorialDISTRIBUTION
Student Centerwill
Room
BW14.fromStudents
bring his
ID cards.
have
ID. Books may be picked up for another student if you
AMEETING will be held in the Human Relations Center of the
Memorial
Student Center Room IW25 at 9p.m. to form a "Black
Gospel
Choir.''
STUDENTS INTER,NATIONAL MEDITATION will continue. in-tnNJact.ory
lecturesisatfree.
7:30 p.m. in Memorial student Center Room
Bwtl Adrnteefon

CCont. from page 1l
Senate
proposes shared authority

'.all with and
fulltwovoting
two staffmembers.
senators, two student
:ienators,
otherrights),
administrative
The Athletic
Committee
wouldincluding
deal withreview
all matters
of intercollegiate
athletics
at
Marsha&,
of the annual
athletic budget.
Proposed
the Athletic
ttee in-of
clude:
the Vicenon-voting
Presidentmembers
of StudentofAffairs,
theGreen
ViceCommi
Preadent
Bullne.a_
.Affai
r
s.
and
the
President
of
the
Big
Association
(athlaUc ........,, 8l'OUP).
As voUnc membera1oUbf1.,_tbletic Committee, the constitution
proposes
one faculty-lllMdor,
one student aenator, one athlete
elected
1student
by
the
body. athletic association, and one student elected
Ageneral inembe meeting of the Marshall University Dr. ua.twtn Mid Tueeday the Constitutional Reviaion ComGraduate
student Allon
will2W37.
be held
in theto mittN upecta aperiod of time to be aet ulde for comment; and
Memorial
Cell)om
The tonight
meetingatwill9p.m.
be open
suggeatlons
revisionandfrom
the university @mJDunity after the
all graduateStudent
students,
ull and
part-time.
formal
text isforprinted
distributed.

Graduate dents meet tonight
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Business profs
playing games

Poge 5

Telephone fraud Don't get caught

Marshall's business faculty is playing games. That's the word
from
L. Aubreywho
Drewry,
College ofsbnulat1on
Busine.ss andas
AppliedDr. Science,
refersdeanto ofthethecomputer
"glorified
monopoly."
The primary
objective of the" Executive Game," which began
is to demonstrate
to business ·teachers
the
ofThursday,
utilizing computers
in the classroom.
· advantages
Dr.
Drewry
explained
that
40
faculty
members
have beenof
into eight teams.
Acting
the theoretical
management
adivided
manufacturing
company,
eachasteam
will make decisions concerning their company's production, budget, and investments.
Each week,
or quarter,
the teams'
decisions
will be fed into the
computer.
By using
set ofworld
equations,
the computer
wjll
measure reactions
ofastandard
-the business
and print
hypothetical
financial statements.
Several instructors
alreadyDr.exposed
students
business
games
classes.have
said,students
theto ultimate
goal ofinthistheirprogram
isHowever,
to acquaint
allDrewry
business
with
computer
simulations.
"Computers
can be agreat advantage in the classroom," Dr.
Drewry
"By they
computing
mathematical
calculations
rosinessnoted.
problem,
free thethestudent
to correctly
analyzeof aa
complicated situation."
.wayComputers
are
also
used
on
a
nationa!
level
to
predict
which
economy
will move,
Dr. familiar
Urewry added.
wowdthe
benefit
the student
to become
with theTherefore,
technique. it

By DAN WILEY
Staff reporter
Ninety
per cent of fraudulent use of telephones in West Virginia
occur
on
college
campuses,
Glenn
K. Parsons
Olarlest.on, security officer foraccording
Chesapeaketo &
Potomac
Telephoneof
Co.Parsons
of WestsaidVirginia.
the
telephone
company
began
a
vigorous
campaign
last
to catch ispersons
using the telephone fraudulently
and November
said the campaign
continuing
this fall.
He said the chief fradulent use of telephone is students giving
false
billing numbers
and creditVirginia
card: numbers. college years,
andForty
theircollege
careers,students
placedininWest
jeopardy lasthadyeartheirwhen
they were
apprehended.
All
of
them
received some sort of punishment, according to Parsons.
This may include apermanent criminal record, afine of up to
$500 -or one to 10 years in jail -or both, payment of all court costs,
andTherestitution
the total cost
of fraud.
telephoneofcompany
has the latest in elctronic detection
equipment, and computerized am :aly.sis system, which makes the
jobInofWest
apprehending
offenders
easier.
the
fradulent
any fictitious
credit
card or
·irohibited.
telephone V1rginia,
number
or the
ofuseoneoftowhich
has been
revoked
It
is unlawful
foruseanyone
knowingly
attempt
to avoidis
payment
ofitcharges.
However
isif they
p~ssible
use someone
elsesperson.
credit card or
phone
number
have theyto pemission
of that

Concert trio leaves
audience i,npressed
By DENNIS FERRELL
Staff reporter

~

Barry Rush, chairman of the Mini-Concert Committee, wasn't
disappointed. Neither were the 100 other people who came Friday
night to hear the Mac Frampton Trio perform in Smith Music Hall.
Frampton
onto into
the astage
at precisely
8p.m., took the
usual
bow, andwalked
proceeded
repertoire
that included
recent pop
selections as well as classical comoositions.
leading the trio with his piano work, Frampton played such
·tunes as Paul McCartney's "Live and let Die," Robetta Flack's
"Killing Me Softly" and Issac Hayes' "Shaft"
Throughout
the percussionist
evening, Frampton
and his companions,
bassist
Doug
Smith the
and
Phil Perkins,
rousing
applause
smalltobutanumber
enthsiastic
crowd. earned
Before
the concert
began, from
he responded
of questions
in aParthenon
interview while dressingfor the show.
"Ourclassical
style isstyle,"
to playFrampton
legistimatesaid,
pop music
agrand
manner
with
tugginginisatsuitable
his white
bell
bottom
"We tryWetolike
present
age
andtrousers.
musical taste.
to hitmusic
everythat
style from rocktotoevery
jazz
to pop to classical to ragtime.
tryown
to keep
our music but
limited
to theusefamiliar.
We don't do
any"We
of our
compositions,
we never
stock arrangements
~ other material. Mostly, we try to play in astyle that is uniquely
ours-not like anyone else."
•
Frampton
traces
his 20musical
training
from
childhood.
vine
been
playing
piano
for
years.
I
studied
at Erskine
College"I'Igot
South Carolina and later at the Cincinnati Conservatory
where
my master's degree," Frampton said.
\i'rampton said the trio is beginning an eight-month tour that
will take them to 160 colleges campuses in the United States and
Canada. They will play an average of four dates aweek while on
the road.
Commenting
the routines
Frampton
remarked,
"You
havegetting
to stayonused
positive.
Onceofyoutouring,
get ausually
routine,
adjust
to it
and
start
to daily
tryyoutoagain."
limit performances,
sowe probably
won'chores.
t play thisIlong
atour,_
As hethepulled
abluerecent
velvetalbum,
shirt over
head,Frampton
FramptonTriospokeIn
about
groups'
"ThehisMac
Concert."
The album features some of the selections that were
perfonnedat
Friday'
s
concert.
'
.
'
M
acArthur
Park"
is the record,
along with "Ragtime Piano" and "You've Got AFriend."

Play rates tub of laµghs

Although the band spends hours with their instruments, that's not
The band? allmarching
they do. Many hours are spent learning and walking out new
assignments before game time.

Students sc. .een securi·ty

By DAv 10 LYONS
Staff reporter
Fiveonstudents
have agreed
.
·
.
.
.
serve
aoffice
committee
to aid theto
Asked
about
his
total
1mpreSS1~n
of
the
concert,
Rush
said
security
believed the people who took the time to attend were pleased With students to serve inas selecting
part-time
the show, through attendance was not what he had expected.
security officers, according to
Donald L. Salyers, director of
security.
The five
students
are :
Shirley
Bennett
representing

?e
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\
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Photo by RICK HAYE

•
Twi:
.
n
Towers
West,Towers
Gary
Thompson of Twin
East, Angie
Fields
of Sigma
Sigma
Sigma
sorority,
Linda
Nelson ofrepresenting
West Hall theandIntraRay
Unger
Fraternity Council. The
chairman of committee will
be Marvin
E. Billups,
assistantto
dean
of students.
According
Slayers,
the students
were
recommendedStudent
by StevenBody
R.
Bloom,
President. byLaterSlayers
they were
cont&cted
and
1

Five 'creatures'
invade art class

Five "olliedoctouses"
andHall.
well in the Speech and
Hearing
Clinic on the first are
flooralive
of Smith
What is an "olliedoctouses?" According to one description, it is a
"big creature,
with
curly hair,covered
alarge with
scalyyellow
nose, and
face
ablue
tasteabright
buds. red
He
travelsset
onoffonewithlarge
legtongue
with
red
toenails."
· the help of three warty toes and bright"
Actually, the olliedoctous. is an imaginary creature created as
an art project by Mrs. Earline A. Allen's Art 113 class.
The
project, according
to Mrs. Allen,of was
an "exercise
in thewas
use
ofasked
imagination,
the awareness
textures."
The class
to create and
the creature
as "whatever
they thought
it to be
texturally,"
she
said.
The
textures
were
created
with
a
crayon
technique.
Each student
Mrs. Allen'
classthewascreature
asked should
to writelookapaper
describing
their inconception
of swhat
They then compared
then: ideas,
and arrived at afinal
product.like.
After the visual aspects of the creatures were created, the art
class they
imagined
olliedoctouses.
shouldrubber
soundbands
like.
They
created
asoundwhat
usin!sthecombs,
bottles, and
combined
in
artistically
decorated
boxes
for
each
of
the
olliedoctouses.
Mrs. Allen
said theAnd,
project
her students
"imagination,
texture
and sound."
sincetaught
the Speech
and Hearing
Clinic is
open
to membersproject,"
of the community,
in acommunity
she added.it got her students "involved

It's an olllecloctouHSI Below the monster are some of the students
rnponslble for It's creation. From left are Suun Hibbard, Linda
C.steel,
Mary Jane Cooper, Linda Stewaff, Donna McGuire and
Debbie Tully.

agreed to serve
the committee.
Billupson was
also
recommended by Bloom and
has
agreed
to
chair
the
committee, according to Salyers.
Salyers thatadded'twothat
it is
possible
three'
more
students will beoradded
to
the
committee.
Salyers
also
said
he
hoped
that
the
committee could have its first
meetinglikethis
weekthebecause
he
would
to start
screening
ofPossible.
the 90 applicants as soon as

This somewhat
naughty treat
BY TONY RUTHERFORD contains
afairly lackluster
first
Parthenon critic
act
that
serves
as
a perfect
build to the frolicking
second
act. In the second
act the
men
Men invading aladies turkish masquerade
as womer.
dorming
bath produce
hysterical
towels, sheets
andfrom
wigs theto
laughter
and
zany
mix-ups.
escape
detection
The fun is allcomedy
a part of the police and the girls. The act is a
exceptional
"Ladies madcap medley of excitement,
Night in aattraction
Turkish Bath,"
the the risque, -and confusion.
current
at the
Mountaineer
Dinner
Theatre,
Highlighting the second act is
located east of Huntington. afire
alarmhoping
turnedtoIn by
the men
takeonead-of
The
play
opens
with
Dodie
•
vantage
of the disorder
Taleton arriving to visit her escape undetected
from
theto
sister in New York. The hope turkish bath. During this scene
t.o induceProfessor
aromance between light
thereeffect
is an outstanding
flashingof
Dodie
giving the illusion
Dodie and
is obviously inMatthews.
love with
jerky, motion.
the Professor·, but he is ex- slow,
What will be enjoyed most by
tremely
around
girls. His everyone
is the men in their
fear
of shy
girls
stems
wigs, and towels.
emotional
trauma
at thefromage an13 dresses,
always
interesting
seeIt isa
when
he
saw
a
female
spider
situation wheretheoneo_ther.
sexto tries
to
devour her• mate on their impersonate
"wedding night."
Naturally, the second act is
top. reins
In thewftbthird,
In an attempt to break tough
turmoiltoagain
the
Matthews
of hisand
fears,aDodie'
men what
tryingtheytowere
explain
brother-in-law
friends girls
doingtointhethe
decide
to
take
hi
m
to
a
turkish
bath.
Their
problems
burlesque show at the Pagan mount as Miss LaBouche, the
Rebel.
comes to the house to
that afterTheyhe tell
showtheheProfessor
will be stripper,
retrive
she gave one of
' perfectly at home with all the
guysmoney
during the fire alarm.
kinds of women."
The~eme
backfires
when
the show is raided by police.
Professor Matthews and the
two men escape into aturkish Thousands of Topics
In whichwithevery
door leads
$2.75 per page
tobathawoman
her clothes
off.
Includedarein the
of mai
Sendl order
for yourcatalup-to-date,
og. Enclo160-page,
se $1.00
women
the menagerie
men's wives,
to1tocover
Dodie and her mother.
2dayslpostage
. (delivery time is

RESEARCH

Economists gather

new organization
made up said.
will be presented, Dr. La Cascia
ofAeconomists
from throughout.
·
West Virginia will be formally Purposes of the new
established in meetings Friday organization include oroviding
and Saturday at Marshan·
University.
professional counsel on
The organization wlll be economic
matters
in West
called
the Associations,
Mountain State
Virginia research
and promoting
Economics
aceconomic
concerning •
cording to Dr. Joseph S. La the state through presentation
Cascia, chairman of the papers on economics studies
steering committee. Dr. La atof association
meetingsresearch
and in a
Cascia
chairman Departof the journal on economic
Marshallis University
and
studies
to
be
published
by
ment
of Economics.
the
organization. Another goal
is to bring together, socially.
withThe aFriday
dinnersession
at 7willp.m.beginin . and
professionally,
economistfMarshall's Memorial Student ln West Virginia.
Center. Officers will be elected Persons interested in at-.
in a business session folowing tending
the Mountain
meetings orStatein
the dinner. Saturday's ac- joining the
tivities
will include alunchoen Economics Association
meeting
at
noon,
also
in
the
contact Dr. La Cascia atmay
his .
Student
formal Marshall
University office.
papers inCenter.
the fieldSeveral
of economics

Towers sponsorsarebridge
tourney
expected to compete in .

Twin Towers East is sp6nsoring
card tournament as
part
ofa its
intradormitoryintramural
program.
The
tournament
includes
bothhearts
back
alley
bridge
(teams)
and
(individuals).
Twenty Inonetheteams
engaged
backwillalleybe
tournament and 36 individuals

hearts.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941
LSHIRE BLVD.F,. SUI
TE #2
LOSWIANGELES,
90025
(213)
477-8474CALI
or 477.5493
Our research
research assistance
material Isonly.
sold for

Complicating·matters, Matttiews
and
Miss LaBouche
become
zippered
togetherhomejust.
as the girls
are coming
Professor
Matthews
superbly by Lawrenceis played
Asher
who
will be remembered for hls
remarkable
performance in
"Promenade
All."
Matthews,
nicknamed
"Spider" .becaw.e•is
he is a arachnidologist,
nervous
and unsureAsher
of himself
around women.
has a
perfect nervous tone In his
voice
which
resembles
unchanged voice of the
an
adolescent.
Christopher Boyd plays Fred,
one
men in the good
turkishas
bath.ofHetheis particularly
anoteworthy
drunk in act three. Other
performances
are
given by Mary
Boyer, who
protrays Marie; Barbara
Rosenblat
as
Mrs.
Tarleton;
the beautiful
Karenlnglima
Kendig asas
Dodie
and Donna
Miss LaBoucha.
In the mood for an evening of
pleasant
fun and good
food?
Better
in a
Turkishcatch
Bath""Ladies
playingNight
through
Oct.
at the Mountaineer.
won'28t regret
the trip. You·
.1,.23 45678910 11 12 13 14 15 16:::
:!::: ELECTRONIC
SLIDE RULE ~
:;; POWER TO POWER ~
SQUARE ROOT !:!~
it~ SHIRT
POCKET SIZE :;:

..

~

~

..

.

;. CRUTCH~S r
i

$119.00

~

1701 5th Ave.
.,.~
U• Ot 6£ 8C Lt 9£ St I>£ ££ it l£

i
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The Joker Presen~~
DALLAS STARR.
Wednesday,
Friday
&Saturday

(Door charge 75C per person
beginning at 9:15)

Happy Houri

Every Night
Mugs

i till 6•20C

Itill 6•big 'uns -40(

First round
of theandtournaments
begins today
will
4till 6•75C (64 oz. Pitcher)
will continue during the next
6till 9•$1.00 (64 o:z. Pitcher
five weeks.
James
Blevins,
Welch
junior
and
coordisaid
nator the
of the tournament,
biggest
Ph. 696-9 i02
competition will not start until 335 -14th St.
the second round dul11 to many
OPEN SEVEN NfGH-TS AWEEK.
byes In the first round.
.HAPPY HOUR EVERY NIG.MT- INCLUDING SUNDAY.

THE JOKER
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Rose homer heats Mets;
Final game today
NEW YORK (AP) Pete Rose
ripped a.lifting
12th inning
home run
Tuesday
the Cincinnati
Reds to vital 2-1 victory over
the
New
York
Mets
in and
the
NationaltheLeague
playoofs
forcing
series
into
a
figt
game Wednesday.
trumph
the apiece.
best of
fiveTheseries
at twoevend
games
Rose,booed
throughout
the
game
asthatthe marred
villian inthethe third
wild
trawl
game of the series Monday,
drilled
aParker
2-2 pitchover
fromthereliever
Harrywall.
right
field
As he circled the bases ,he
thrust his fist skyward and
stomped on home plate before
rushing to the exultant Reds'
dugout
as thehis filed
teammates
spilled onto
to meet
him.

column
..

varsity

Rose hadBudbowled
over Mets;
shortstop
Harrelson
on a
fifth
inning
collision
Monday
and
after
wards
was
pelted
with
debris in left field, leading
to a
near
forfeit
of
the
game,
which
theEvery
Metstime
won he9-2.stepped on the
field
the fansbanners
booed.
ThereTuesday,
were many
around
the
capicity
-filled
Stadium to tease the Reds'Shea
-left
fielder.
in the upper
end, ithand
wasinRose
whoButdrew
this
tense
duelthe
on agloomy
overcast
day.
It
start~
as
a
matchup
lefthanders
with
GeorgeNewman
Stoneof
for
the
Mets
and
Fred
for Cincinnat'l

national

Women'
team
tryouts
beltins basketball
Nov.14,coach
according
tophysical
basketball'
and
education instructor
Donna
Lawson.interested in
Women
basketballs Physical
may sign Education
up in the
Women'

AP ON SPORTS

West Virginia Mountaineers to face Pitt Panthers
"Dorsett is asuperback and
Daniels
is thea fine
who
runs
option,quaterback
well said
and
finds
his
receivers
too,"
West
Virginawhoassistant
Youngblood,
scouted Jim
the
Panthers last week.
Defensively,
the areslowled but
sizeable
Panthers
by
middleguard
Gary Burley,
one
of many junior college transfers brought in by Majors, and
senor end Jim Buchmon.
OAKLAND lined
(AP) a- leadoff
Bert
Campaneris
home
run
over
the
left
fence,
barelys over
the glovefield
Baltimore'
leaping
Donof
Baylor,
powering
the
A'overs totheanOrioles
11-inningTuesday.
2-1Oakland
victory
The
win gives the A's a2-1 lead in
their
best-of-five
League
playoffs. ·;American

"Pitt doesn'
t try to use
gimmicks,'
"'tackle
l'n!¥ you."
try to,' Youngblood
out block andsaid.
outSophomore
Chuck
Fiorante
showed
promise
in his
first
appearence
last week,
and may
pass
senior
Abe
Dillon
for
the
quater
spot.ranked fifth
Dillonbackwas
nationally
in
total
offense
entering the Indiana game, but
dagged
badly
and
finished
with
11 yards
on 11 carries and 7-20 in
his
Thepassing.
game has been sold out
since
August.
37,000
have paid surrounding
to goMore
to thethanhoreshoe
stadium
Mountaineerkickoff.
field for the 1:30 p.m.
EDT,

QUARTERBACK RUSHED BY OPPOSING DEFENDERS IN INTRAMURAL GAME
Competition becoming heavier in race for President's Cup
(Photo by Rick Haye)

TonysportsSpieditornosa
When Ithesuppose
ancient Greeks
startea competition,
never thought
wind
upWide
the World
way itthey
is Sports
today.
Aquoteit would
from
ABC'
s
of
program,
"The
thrill
of
the
victory
and
the
agony
of
defeat,"
no longer seems to be the reason for athletic
competition.
The word
can now
be translated
mto
The defeat
team
being
defeated
uses abrawl
tobrawl.
get
even
with
the
other
team.
Who ever thought that aNational League
Playoff
game between
the New
and
Cincinnati
Reds would
wind York
up .a Mets
wild
brawl?
Whoever
started
this fight is irre·,levant ;
the
fact
that
it
happened
at
all
is
a
black
mark
to The
organized sport.
forsumit 6faremoney
numerous;
The possible
factevery
thatreasons
agame
largecould
is at
stake
be a factor.
Anotherinfactor
could
be the ridiculous
length
of the baseball season. Lets face it, these men
haveplaying
to be sickevery
andday.
tired by now of going out
and
However, this brawl is just one isolated
incident
.
We
at
Marshall
have seen the
basketballhave
teambeen
in aknown
mini-brawl,
activities
totheend1972intramural
in brawls,
we
have
seen
the
collapse
of
Games and the violence in M:unich.Olympic
The
United States
Badketball
wasa
attacked
by there
theNational
Cuban
nationals
inTeam
Russia
month
ago,
have
been
countless
bench
emptyingstudent
brawlsathletes
in ice hockey
high
get intoisandthetheeven
act.rivalry
.school
An
example
of
the
latter
betweenEast
Huntington
High School and Huntington
HighinSchool.
other
once ayear
football,byThey
andfighting
thefacegameeach
sometimes
interrupted
andis
brawling
fans.
Whatfeel
is thetheycause
fort bethese
brawls?
Manyof
people
can'schools.
avoided
the
locations
ofof the
One
isbecause
located
the
East
end
town
and
the
other
on
the
theat
West side thus
the students'
two
fractions.
Ifeelsplitting
the reason
for some into
of these
CONVENIENTLY
LOCATED
FEATURING:
Groceries
Party Snacks
Lega I Beverages

TENE MART
520 20th Street

Open 7a.m. till 11 p.m.

SHOWTIME PRODUCOONS PRESEHTS

• B.B. KING SHOW~
Sth 26th
Hunfl glon MNIOril field House -- Ale & St.

OCT.
20t
h
7:30 to 11:30

*PLUS*

RECORDS AND TAPE$

it Top 40, Top so, Top 100 and More
it Hll l reds of Standard Si1g1es
-tc More 11aan 4,000 Stereo Alums
it Mnost 2,000 8-Tna faee,
it soo Cmette Cartidges
it D~Ptas--Al~&Tapes

A. M. $POON
i( ALSO lf
KR/$TINA
ADVANl:E tS.
DOOR t6.

Recanl Shep •Ashland, Ky.
Shop. Chatfestan

Building room
101 or 112.
in the
secretary'
Women sdooffice
not room
have to be
physical
education said
majors
to
play.
womenMisshoped
hadLawson
signed
up only
astake24of
Monday
more would
interest.

Bowling begi,ns this Thursday

interested
indicate how
The Fall'
73 Bowling
will.thould
be registering
Organizing
Committee
needs 32 many
This
information
be
persons
to
bowl
Thursday
to Mrs, Kyleshould
by Wedevenings
at Memorial Student given
nesdayeight
at lanes
4p.m.m
,asthethere
are
Center
begining this Thursday, only
according to Grace Kyle, center bowling area andstudent
only at32
secretary
the committee.
can be accomadated
Mrs. Kyleofwants
indicated
that theas apersons
time.further
committee
beginners
If
information
well as "pros". The ad- needed, interested persons mayis
brawls
and fightsCoaches
is that too much emphasis is ministration, faculty and staff contact
Mrs Kyle at extension
are
join. In order
put
on
winning.
and
parents
are
the
get invited
things toorganized,
anyoneto 6446 or at her office, M307
major
people atwhich
fault took
in myplace
opinion.
One
incident
in
Virginia
involved
rivalbase.
baseb&ll
teams.
Afight
broke
outtwo
atmoving
first
Thefirst
batterbaseand
cat- : Roor Shows N~~ :
cher
towards
ew enterta·ners •erv week:•
in onstarted
the activity
when
the batter
hitto join
the :•N
catcher
over
the
head
with
his bat. The
catcher
required
eight
:
.stiches
for
his
injury.
4to 6
This seems to be just another indicident to
becourt
forgotten,
but thewascasefound
wasguilty
brought
and the batter
by theto : (More than t2.SO per hour) :
court
malicious
assault and was sentenced :• (6p.m. to 3a.m. - •:
toThe
fourofpunishment
years
in prison.
actually
this
is notgoawas
criminal,
but too
thingsharsh,
like : P'ick your own hours) :
thisOnstudent
cannot
just
unnoticed.
this
campus
the
senseless
brawls
that
arise
in Intramurals
intramural competition
areto beinexcusable.
are
supposed
for •
•
those
students
who
cannot
play
varsity
athletics.
But
instead
of
just
g'
l
ing
out
and
playing
for
pleasure
students
get
all
caught
up
furormain
to wingroup
atrophy
be able
St~udem Csntsr
brag.in aThe
guiltyandoffraternities
this
is theto •Corner 4th Ave. &7th St. :
Greek
on campus.
fi1:e andfaction
die for
bragging Most
rights and that
cheap
trophy.
of course,athletes
th~ ere ishave
politicstoin become
sports.
We're just afew steps away.
WhyThenshould
politically
Two locations near campus
I feel thisinvolved?
is the reason why peoople are
to serve you. 1041 16th st..
becoming
disenchanted
with the Olympic~
andIf International
competiton.
501 2oth St. SHIRTS
politicians
want
to
use
someone
as
political
then letchildren
them useof lheir
own
~
children,pawns,
not the athlete
the people
whoPeople
elect who
them.feel that brawls help com(7
()
!>22-0321
_)erviaM,..Ync. n, . / 11. c,. I
petition
are
sick
and
should
..
be
helped.
What
.Jndwfrui o/.in6n -)upp<'J
isdo the
Leaguer
goingseento
nexteight-year-old
time"Redneck"
he playsLittle
ballPete
after
he has
1Cincinnati
Rose
and the
New
York
Mets'
team
hothead
Bud
Harrelson
getIfinto
atwo
fight?
Drugs, Alcohol?
these
clowns
want
to
fight
they
should
Feeling lost, lonely, confu:.ed?
switch
to boxing.
Theyto shouldn'
by allowing
violence
become taruin
part.sports

j••·················· TODAY
p.m.
:; CO-CO
NEEDEDC/RLS !: HAPPY HOUR
!••• CallS2S-S16S
Mrs. Greene !:••
•Milner Pub Club !• COFFEE
•..............................
• HOUSE
...........

!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••• ~l\SCENOtN~
•••
•
MEDrrAnoN
~. .
••••
••••• StThurs.
Oct. e11r Rm7:30 p.m.
••
•
BW31
••• Apnwsnudentt,cJ,nCent
;qu, 11dt li,m,d flttd prwidll ••
•
dup red for , de,r miNJ.
•

•....................•.....:

n

'f11 9rimJt IJ,R;/:~EANING
PRQBLEM~
SOMEONE DOES CARE
HELP

Is available
Group Therapy sessions for college students
are being held on campus
For lnformatton
Ca II .525-7851 •
Community Mental Health Center
University Heights, U.S. Rt. 60 East
Huntington, W.Va.'

We Started Something
We-Can't Stop/

****TI
**,,. a.CKET**lSALES****
1531 4th Ave.
vnch ...
*
Dolan'• Restaullnt
16th St. Wiggils

replayed following aprotest by
AKD.
Larry Belknap, director
of sports and recreation, said
that
rules awasmisinterpretation
made by one ofof the
the
cificl.als
in
the previous
game.
Alpha
Sigma
Phi
lost
by
forfeit
the Cl{l'defeated
s LambdaTwin
Chi
Alpha toNo.
Towers
No. 2,1 21-0,
Pi Kappa
AlphaandbeattheAlpha
Psi,
38-0,
MaulersKappa
defeated
the Bored of "legents.
13-7. ·
In other
intramurals,
the
Pikes
won thescore
bestof 67,ballclosely
golf
match
with.a
followed
by
Zeta
Beta
Tau
with
69,
and Twin Towers East,
Lambda Chi, Sigma Phi Epsilon
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon
with 70.

Women's cage tryouts to st:art

intramurals

Dave
Kellems
tackled
ended onforathe
16 yard
run.
Morehead
quarterback
Dave scoring
Herd
in the Also
first
Pugh
in
the
end
zone.
half
was
Allen
Fitzwater,
who
With
the
Herd
ahead
2-0
by
kicked
a
field
goal.
virtues Terry
of Kellems'
In thescores
secondin half
the
Herd
MSU'
Flowers hitsafety,
Ernie added
Calhoun
with an 80 yard pass fourth quarter. the third and
onJVs
theledoption
In the
thirdjwliorquarter
Jett,hita
7-2. play and the Eagle West
Union
fullback,
onfourth
athree
yard plunge.
The Eagle lead was shor- paydirt
In
the
quarter,
Fox
hitto
tlived
Marshall countered
Burgoon
for
aHerd'
19 yard
scorefor
with onanastheeight-play,
63 foryarda close
out
the
s
scoring
drive
next
series
theTheday.Marshall Jayvees will
score.
On44 the
drive
Traceythepicked
close out their four game
up
yards
including
final
schedule ofMonday
three
for theadded
touchdown.
University
Kentuckyatin athe4
Tracey
his
second
score of the day before the half_p.m. game.

Jwliorcoach
Bill Daniels
runs
firsts
year
Johnny
Major'
Pro-I
offense.
Daniels
rushed while
for 130.passing
yards foron has
the
option
363
yards on 32-71 attemots.

By RICHARD DARNELL

Black Sports
Unitedwriter
Students'
quarterback
Billsophomore,
Harper,
Harrisonburg, Va.
scored
his
team'
s
first
touchdown
on
a
22
yard
run
leading
the
way
to
a
20-0
victory
over
Triple threats
in intramural
football
action
Monday.
Harper threw a41 Y!ard pass
to Pete Goodson,
sophomore,
to Metacalf,
makeHuntington
the score
12-0.
Glen
.tington Junior, scored the Hunfinal
BUS touchdown
in theMurrell,
second
half
whilesophomore,
Steve
Huntington
scored
bothIn extrh
other,points.
action, Affa Kaffa
Daffa
defeated
Chi
Alpha No.
2, 7-0,Lambda
in a earn"

Junior varsity remains
undefeated; heats Eagles

W. Va.throwing
(AP)ThatMorgantown,
oldrecords
cliche about
out
the
when
two
old
off isstillelseasquite
trite
asrivals
ever,square
but nothing
describes
a
Pitt-West
Virginia
football
The game.
teams meet here
Saturday for the 66th time in a
series
that
began
with1895.anPitt
8-0
West Virginia
win
leads
43-21-1,
but10 inofthethe
Mountainers
have
won
last
andWest
five Virginia,
of the last3-1,six.will be16
favored
over the Panthers;.
·,1.,
despite displaying
acollapsing
offense
in lastandweek'despite
s 23-14 loss
todoubtful
Indiana
the
status of gamewinning flanker Danny Buggs.
Buggs
sat
theinjury
Indiana
game
a out
thighcoach
and
West with
Virginia
Bobby
Bowden
said
it would be late in
the
week
before
the
Junior
speedster'
s "gobe known.
or no-go"
condition would
Pitt
will
bring
its
own game
breaker
into Mounraineer
Field
ln freshman tailback Tony
Dorsett.
The
S-11,
175
:
pounder,
from
Aliquippa,
Pa. hasandgained
564 yards
in Ul"of.l carries
was
Back
the Week
when
henational
went
for
256
rushing yards in
Pitt's
victory
over
Northwestern.

BUS quarterback
leads way to victory

New York struck
scratching
run offfirstNor-,
man in the out
thirdainning.
DonandHahn
opened
with ona
walk
moved
to out.
second
Harrelson
'
s
infield
After
Stoneoutwalked,
Wayne Garrett
flied
with Hahn~
third.
delivered
theThen
firstFelix
hit ofMilan
the game
,a
sharp
sent thesingle
Metstoin left
front.field that
the first
nineStoneRedswhoin retired
order, protected
~e slim
untilwiththeoneseventh
inrung.
Then,
out,
Perez, who had been hitlessTonyin
his
first
14
playoff
at-bats
walloped
hometying
run int~
the
Red'salong
bullpen,
the
score.

SPORTS

Freshman running back Bob
Tracey two
gained
129 yardsas and
scored
touchdowns
the
Marshall
Junior
Varsity
football team
remained
unbeaten
by whipping
the
Morehead
JV's Monday
32-7 at
Fairfield State
Stadium
afternoon.
Tracey scored on runs of
three and
16 yards,
leading
the
Herd,
which
is now
while
Bob
Jett
scored
onBob
a3-0,
three
yard
run
ano
flanker
Burgoon
caught a 19 yard touchdown
strike
from quarterback Joe
Fox.Marshall
opened up the
game's scoring in the second
quarter when defensive end
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Ph. 525-9001

